ICG Workshop on GNSS Interference Detection and Mitigation
Hilton Waikiki Beach, 2500 Kuhio Avenue, Honolulu HI 96815
Monday, 15 April. Location/Room: Prince Jonah

1230 Introduction

1) Opening Remarks
2) Approval of the Agenda

1245 Briefings

1) PNT from Low Earth Orbit – Mr. Bryan Chan, Co-Founder, XONA Space Systems
2) GNSS Interference Detection from Low Earth Orbit – Mr. Iain Goodridge, Federal Space Systems, SPIRE
3) Data Exploitation and Enhanced Processing (DEEP) – Dr. Steve Lewis, DEEP Chief Engineer, Aerospace Corp
4) USDOT IDM Update – Mr. James Aviles, Senior RF Engineer, Office of Research and Technology, U.S. Department of Transportation
5) EASA/IATA PNT Resiliency Workshop, 25 Jan, Cologne Germany – Ms. Christina Clausnitzer, U.S. Federal Aviation Administration
6) ICAO EUR/MID Radio Navigation Symposium, Antalya, Turkey – Mr. Ken Alexander, Chief Scientist, U.S. Federal Aviation Administration
7) Ambient-Aware PNT – Professor Dr Renato Filjar, FRIN, Faculty of Engineering, University of Rijeka, Rijeka, Croatia

1600 Workshop views and recommendations

1) Discuss potential new recommendations for WG-S consideration
2) Discussion of Workshop benefits
3) Next Steps
   a) ICG Secretariat IDM Workshops
   b) Location for next IDM workshop

1630 Adjourn

Past IDM Workshop Archives:
https://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/icg/working-groups/s/IDMIndex.html

Final Agenda 03 April 2024